
There’s no wrong way to play Everything Ever: Mix things up, get an extra challenge, or take on 
a trivia beast with these alternative ways to play. 

EVERYBODY TOGETHER MODE
We’ve all got one of those friends. The know-it-all trivia maven who knows everything about everything and 
would destroy any of us at this game. If you’ve got one, feel free to allow everybody at the table (besides this 
trivia powerhouse) to help each other out. Provide answers and give each other hints in an everybody-verses-
this-one-person style of game. It’s now a “one-versus-the-hive-mind” game.

EVERYCARD OVER MODE
If you’ve got a trivia beast at the table, or want to try something different, play the game like normal, but play all 
Category Cards face-down on the table. Everybody except the powerhouse player can look at the cards, but 
the powerhouse must base their answers on the context clues they get from everyone else’s responses. The 
powerhouse player gets no hand cards, and the player to the left of the powerhouse player goes first (to give 
them a fighting chance). 

3VERYTHING 3VER (OR) EVERYTHREENG EVER 
Or maybe everybody at the table is a know–it-all trivia beast and is looking for a challenge. Play with two 
category cards on the table, like normal, but give each player a face-up third card in front of them. This third 
category belongs only to that player, and is a third thing that they and they alone will have to name on their 
turn. On each turn, players will give three responses, two for the public Category Cards in the center, and one 
for their personal card

When a player plays a card from their hand, they can cover one of the two cards in the center, or any player’s 
personal card (and when they fail on their personal card, they’ll take the stack). Otherwise, play like normal 
(and have 33% more fun). 

EXTREMELY CASUAL MODE
We get it. We know not everybody has a table-based lifestyle where they can drop everything and sit around 
a table playing games all night. We know you’ve got road trips to take, your famous vegan chili to cook, theme 
park attraction lines to wait in, and campsites to kayak to. That’s why Everything Ever comes with this (free) 
bonus mode, for extremely casual play in the car, in line for something, or just hanging out whenever.
   Take a little chunk of Everything Ever cards with you everywhere you go (put them in your pocket, or 

backpack, or center console of your car or something)
   Whenever you’ve got time to kill, tell your friends/family “Hey, let’s play Everything Ever,” whip out two 

cards (or just one, depending on how casually you want to play this thing) and have your group do a 
category or two. 

   Don’t use the Judgment Cards and don’t keep score - just have everybody be cool about everything and 
have fun with it. 

Caution: Don’t be the person who reads the card out loud to the group if you’re currently driving, chopping 
vegetables, operating a functioning water slide, or if you’re kayaking the Rhine Falls in Switzerland (or the Tree 
Trunk Gorge in New Zealand, the Nelscott Reef in Oregon, the Big Banana Falls in Mexico or any of the other  
treacherous spots that were in this video we watched once). 

MORE WAYS TO PLAY


